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ABSTRACT

sessions is more efficient than clustering search
results or clicked URLs directly is shown here.
Furthermore, the distributions of more than one
user search goals can be obtained conveniently
after feedback sessions are clustered.
A novel optimization technique is proposed to
merge the enriched URLs in a feedback session to
form a pseudo-document, which can effectively
give the needed information to user. Thus, users
goal in detail are found.
A new measure CAP is proposed to evaluate the
performance of user search goal inference based
on restructuring web search results. Thus, anyone
can determine the number of user search goals for
a query.

Different users may have diverse search goals for ambiguous
queries when they put forward it to a search engine. Search
engine relevance and user experience are enhanced by the
analysis of user search goals. In this work, a novel approach
has been proposed to infer user search goals for a query by
clustering its feedback sessions represented by pseudodocuments. First, goals of particular queries by clustering
feedback session are found which depends upon user click
through logs. It can efficiently replicate goals of users.
Secondly, to estimate query texts in user minds, clustered
feedback session is mapped to pseudo documents. Then
‘CAP’ (Classified Average Precision) is used to appraise
performance of user search goals. Finally, a new criterion is
“Semantic code” is proposed in which one can find out a
particular aim of user’s search.

Overview of system architecture is given in Figure 1.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In web search applications, user queries are submitted to
search engines to symbolize the information requests for
users. On the other hand, many times the queries may not
exactly give users specific information needs. For example,
the query “The Apple” is submitted to search engine, some
users may want to search Apple products like iphones, beats,
tv, watches, Mac book , iPods etc. Other user may want to
know about company, CEOs, founder and some other may
want to know about or may search for good quality of apple
fruits. Therefore it is necessary to capture diverse user search
goals in information retrieval. User search goals can be taken
as the clusters of information needs for a query. In this work,
number of different user goals for a query is discovered and
expressed each goal with some keywords mechanically [2].
First of all, a new way to infer user search goals of query is
given by clustering projected feedback sessions. The feedback
session is differentiated as the series of evenly clicked and unclicked URLs that ends with the most recent URL that was
clicked in a session from user click through logs. Then a novel
semantic search method is proposed to generate more relevant
results. Then an optimization technique to plot feedback
sessions to pseudo documents which can proficiently give
user information requirements. At last these pseudo
documents are clustered and attach them some keywords.
Since an assessment of clustering is also a significant
difficulty, a novel evaluation criterion Classified Average
Precision (CAP) is proposed to evaluate the performance of
the restructured web search results. In brief this work has
three main contributions as:


A structure to infer different user search goals of a
query by using semantic search are given and
clustering feedback sessions. Clustering feedback





Many works has been done until now on inferring user search
results [14], [15], [16]. But there work only belongs to query
classification. In some kind of works query search results
directly retrieved to analyze the search goals of users [6], [20].
However, there are many limitations in trying to know the
goals of the users query without feedback session.
1)

2)

Wang and Zhai worked on this [19]. They clustered
goals of the queries and learned goals of similar
queries, which can solve the problem partially.
There work took user feedback in consideration and
analyze the clicked URLs of a particular query
directly in user click through logs. However, the
problem is number of clicked URLs is not that big
to get ideal result through that user click through
logs, if anyone will try to search one query into a
query cluster, which will not give us expected
output. One will have to search it in clusters of
similar kind of queries.
In the year 2002 gave a method to automatically
optimization of a data from user click trough log.
As per T. Joachims a good data is that which is
mostly related to the clicked data that is it must be
relevant data. Prior to the use of user click-through
logs is to get user implicit feedback to expand
training data when understanding rank functions in
information recovery. Much kind of works has
been done by Thorsten Joachims on in which way
implicit feedback is used to improve the quality of
information retrieval [9], [10], [11]. In this new
approach feedback sessions as user implicit
feedback is used and implied a new optimization
technique which combines both clicked and unclicked URL’s in feedback sessions to discover
what users really needed and what they don’t need.
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3)

4)






Restructuring web search results of a particular
query is one of the applications of inferring the user
search goals. There are many correlated works
especially on organizing the search results of a
query [7], [19], [21].
Q-C He, Z.chen, H-J Zeng, W-Y ma,J ma (4) these
people made research on restructuring search
results of a particular query.

Search engines can’t distinguish the goals based on context
because it does not know the context. But in case of human
beings, they can realize the queries which are based on
contexts. Semantic search in search engine is the way in
which search engine would provide related search results
based on contextual meaning of search.

This approach has following 4 steps:
Fetch the search result of a query.
Calculation of phrase characteristic and parsing of
text.
Expression ranking or phrase ranking
Post refinement.

By computing similarity between two pseudo-documents is
clustering is done. One can cluster pseudo-documents by Kmeans clustering which is simple and effective. As no one
know the accurate number of user search goals for each query,
K is set to five different values, (i.e., 1; 2; . . . ; 5) and carry
out clustering based on these five values. The optimal results
will be found through the evaluation criterion after clustering
all the pseudo-documents, each cluster can be considered as
one user search goal.

3. SEMANTIC SEARCH
A semantic word is accustomed to get better search exactness
by understanding the searcher’s aim and contextual meaning
of expressions as they become visible in the searchable data
space on web or in a closed system, to generate more related
results. Semantic search system consider many points
including context of seek out, locality, goal, difference of
words synonyms, widespread and particular queries, identical
concept and natural language queries to provide relevant
search results. It is more efficient to use semantic or the
science of meaning in language rather than using ranking
algorithms such as Google’s page rank to predict relevancy,
semantic search uses produce highly relevant search results
[17]. In most conditions the goal is to deliver the information
queried by a user rather than have a user sort through a list of
loosely related keyword results. Considering a real world
example of semantic search as if you are working on
computer and someone ask you “Do you have windows
there?” Here windows mean Microsoft window operating
system and if someone is new in office and asking for office
window, space he /she has different meaning by window but
having same question.

4. CLUSTERING OF PSEUDO
DOCUMENTS

Feedback session

Click Sequence

http://en.mwikipedia.org/wiki/The_Apple

0

m.imdb.com/title

0

http:/www.apple.com

1

http://www.apple.com/watch

2

http://m.youtube.com

0

applecider.co.uk

0

www.cnbc.com

3

iphone.appleinsider.com

4

http://www.cnet.com

0
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The center point of a cluster is computed as the middling of
the vectors of all the pseudo-documents in the cluster. Lastly,
the terms with the maximum values in the center points are
used as the keywords to represent user search goals. Observe
that one more advantage of using this keyword based
description is that the extracted keywords can also be utilized
to outline a more meaningful query in query suggestion and
thus can give user information requirements more efficiently.
Furthermore, since one can get much number of the feedback
sessions in each cluster, the helpful distributions of user
search goals can be achieved simultaneously.

5. RESTRUCTURING SEARCH
RESULTS
To apply the evaluation method for large data, the single
sessions in user click through logs are used to reduce manual
work. By user click-through logs, one can find out implicitly
relevant feedbacks, here “clicked” is taken into account as
relevant and “un-clicked” means irrelevant. A probable
evaluation criterion is the average precision (AP) which uses a
particular way of evaluation according to user implied
feedbacks. AP is the precisions’ average which is calculated at
the each relevant document’s point in the ranked sequence, as
given below:

Company,
iphones,
watches,
cnbc
news,..

Pseudo
Document
Company
,Iphones,
watches
…..

Movie,
video…

If the pair of the clicked URL and the
clicked URL is
not categorized into one class
will be 1; otherwise, it will
be 0 based on risk, VAP is extended by introducing a new
criterion “Classified AP,” as below
CAP=VAP *

(5.3)

From given equation, one can see that CAP selects the AP of
the class that user is interested in and takes the risk of wrong
classification in consideration. And ѵ is used to adjust the
influence of Risk on CAP. The mean and the variance of the
optimal ѵ are 0.697 and 0.005, respectively. Thus, ѵ set to be
0.7. Finally, CAP is used to estimate the presentation of
restructuring search results.

6. OBJECT EVALUATION AND
COMPARISION
Here, objective evaluation of this search goal inference
method and the comparison with old method that is like
Google search is given. This proposed method clusters
feedback sessions to infer user search goals. In order to show
that when inferring user search goals, clustering proposed
feedback sessions are more proficient than clustering search
results and clicked URLs directly. In order to further compare
this method with the old method, 5 most ambiguous queries
are tested. The results are shown in fig 3, 4 and 5. In fig.3 and
4 VAP and risk comparison between two methods is given.
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Fig. 2: Illustration for mapping feedback session to
Pseudo Document.
VAP
AP=

(5.1)

Where, N is the total number of retrieved documents,
is
the number of relevant (or clicked) documents in the retrieved
ones, r is the rank
is a binary function on the relevance
of a given rank, and
is the number of relevant retrieved
document of rank r or less. As, AP is not appropriate for
evaluating the restructured or clustered search results. The
new criterion for evaluating restructured results is “Voted AP
(VAP)” which is the AP of the class including more clicks
namely votes. The single session URLs are restructured into
two classes depending upon clicks URL. VAP is useful when
there is single search goal. If there are many search goals
occurs with VAP therefore risk is proposed as follows:
Risk =

Fig. 3: VAP and Risk of Old Method like Google API for
Five Ambiguous Queries
Table 1: VAP and Risk of Old Method for Five
Ambiguous Queries
QUERY
NO.
1
2
3
4
5

PROPOSED METHOD
0.583
0.61
0.66
0.7
0.59

PREVIOUS
METHOD
0.13
0.17
0.21
0.23
0.15

(5.2)

It calculates the number of clicked URL pairs that are not in
the same class, where m is the number of the clicked URLs.
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0.16

7. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

0.14

Here some spontaneous explanation showing why clustering
feedback sessions and pseudo documents are better than the
old method is given. With the introduction of feedback
sessions, everyone will have a lot of advantages. Some
advantages are summarized as follows:

0.12
0.1
0.08
Average Risk

0.06
0.04
0.02
0
0.7

0.75

0.8

0.85

0.9

VAP
Fig.4: VAP and Risk of Proposed Method for Five
Ambiguous Queries
Table 2: VAP and Risk of Proposed Method for Five
Ambiguous Queries
QUERY
NO.
1
2
3
4
5

PROPOSED METHOD
0.75
0.81
0.78
0.85
0.79

1) Feedback sessions can be considered as a process of
resampling. Without resampling, there could be many noisy
URLs in the search results, which are hardly ever clicked by
users. If search results are clustered with these noisy ones, the
performance of clustering will disgrace greatly. Feedback
sessions “resample” the URLs and remove those noisy ones.
Therefore, this method is much better than old method
2) Feedback session is a meaningful mixture of several URLs.
So, it can give user information requirement more precisely
and there are plenty of feedback sessions to be analyzed.
In following screenshots how the clustering in feedback
session is performed for ambiguous query is shown:

PREVIOUS
METHOD
0.14
0.12
0.15
0.13
0.11

In fig. 5 the CAPs of each query of the two methods are
given. It is obvious that this method has the highest CAP for
all ambiguous queries. CAP for first five queries is given.
Fig.6: Snapshot of Semantic Words Are Generated.
0.9

CAP

0.8
0.7
0.6
Proposed
method

0.5
0.4

In first screenshot semantic words for a query cricket is given
and in second screenshot original results of the query after
searching are got. By seeing this, one can say that semantic
words are more efficient. Then particular URLs are selected,
here ESPNcricinfo-wikipedia. After submitting this query in
next search feedback session shows only related queries, as
shown in last screenshot.

Previous
Method

0.3
0.2
0.1
0
query1 query2 query3 query4 query5

Fig. 5: CAP for Five Ambiguous Queries.
Table 3: CAP for Five Ambiguous Queries.
CAP

PROPOSED METHOD

QUERY 1
QUERY 2
QUERY 3
QUERY 4
QUERY 5

0.6748
0.74
0.6961
0.771
0.7281

PREVIOUS
METHOD
0.52
0.535
0.5596
0.58
0.5265

Fig.7: Snapshot of Original Result
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Fig.8: Snapshot of Restructured Result.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this work, a new method has been projected to infer user
search goals for an uncertainty by using clustering search
results directly. First of all, semantic words which gives
exactness is generated and then feedback session which helps
in finding out user’s particular aim. Second, feedback sessions
are mapped to pseudo documents to find out exact aim in
user’s mind. At last, a new criterion CAP (Classified Average
Precision) is formulated to estimate the performance of user
search goal inference. The difficulty of this approach is low
and it can be used in actuality. Performance can be improved
in future by analyzing feedback session with improved
method.
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